FOURTH ANNUAL
Criminal Law Seminar
Recent Developments in Criminal Law and Procedure
• Ethics Rocks: Ethical Issues in Criminal Law Practice
• Big Brother IS Watching You (sort of): Overview of Recent Changes to Technology & Privacy Laws
• Keeping up with the Joneses: Panel on Constitutional & Fourth Amendment Issues
• Everybody Gets Out of Jail Eventually: Sentencing Advocacy Panel

FEBRUARY 5, 2016
DoubleTree by Hilton, Williamsburg

FEBRUARY 12, 2016
DoubleTree by Hilton, Charlottesville

www.vsb.org/site/sections/criminal

Video Replays in 13 Locations
on Four Different Dates

Approved 6.5 MCLE Credits (including 1.5 ethics credit)
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5:00 C LOSING REMARKS AND ADJOURNMENT

2:45 E VERYBODY GETS O UT OFJAIL EVENTUALLY : SENTENCING ADVOCACY PANEL

1:30 K EEPING UP WITH THE JONESES : PANEL ON CONSTITUTIONAL AND

11:00 B IG B ROTHER IS WATCHING YOU (SORT OF): OVERVIEW OF RECENT CHANGES

9:45 E THICS ROCKS : ETHICAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE

8:30 R ECENT D EVELOPMENTS IN CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
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What are the practical applications of current criminal justice reform policies, and how do
Constitution to 21st century electronic surveillance and other technologies.

In the wake of the

FOURTH AMENDMENT ISSUES

discuss recent changes to laws that affect individual privacy, including the use of license plate
This presentation will highlight current laws addressing law enforcement's use of technology in
mishandling client funds.

law firms, use of social media, client and witness perjury, fees, liens and billing clients, and
ethics. Your presenters will cover various ethics issues by introducing them through popular

Ethics by day, musicians by night. This presentation will introduce a new format for teaching
ethics. Your presenters will cover various ethics issues by introducing them through popular

Lisa K. Caruso (moderator)

• Captain Kirk Marlowe • Prof. Corinna Lain (moderator)

Police Chief, City of Charlottesville

Timothy J. Longo, Sr.

franklinheightsroad@doubletree.com

www.doubletree.com
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